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Identification and Evaluation of Plays in the Simojovel Project, Southeastern Mexico
Structural model

The Sierra de Chiapas fold and thrust belt is loeated in southeastern Mexico. The
northwest-southeast trending belt is over 300 kilometers in length and terminates near
the border with Guatemala. The Simojovel area comprises the northwest portion of the
fold belt which is the most prolific hydrocarbon producing portion of the Sierra de
Chiapas and some of the largest oil and gas fields which include Chiapas-Copano
(1978), Muspac (1982), and Catedral (1992). Because of its successful history of
hydrocarbon exploration and production there is abundant data to develop the structural
evolution of the Simojovel portion of the Sierra de Chiapas. The data include surface
geologic mapping, satellite imagery (Figure 1), many wells, 2D and 3D seismic data,
and regional gravimetric and magnetic surveys.
The structural styles and structural history of the Simojovel area are illuminated by a
grid of regional balanced cross sections. The structural events include: 1. Jurassic and
Cretaceous rift-related normal faulting with resulting horst and graben structural styles
controlled by variable unit thicknesses and seismic data (Figure 2). 2. Locally important
extensional faulting during Eocene time also is controlled by variable sediment
thickness and seismic data. 3. Northeast directed Miocene compressional folding and
thrusting that utilizes shallow detachments within the Jurassic section as well as
basement involved broad uplifts. Section restoration indicates shortening of about 55
kilometers (Figure 3) 4. Miocene age left-lateral strike-slip faulting accommodating
transpresional deformation in the interior portions of the fold belt (Figure 4). 5.
Northwest directed Mio-Pliocene extensional listric faulting toward the deep portion of
the Reforma-Comalcalco basin located north and northwest of the Simojovel area
(Figure 5). 6. Plio-Pleistocene volcanism along northeast trending extensional faults.

Figure 1. Satellite image showing Simojovel area and in yellow lines the regional
transects.
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Figure 2. Above: Structural seismic section number 6. Below: The Jurassic rifting style
is shown. The stratigraphic columns are expanded in the grabens and they are
condensed in the horsts. There are shoal banks in the horsts which represent reservoir
rocks in the upper Jurassic whereas in the grabens there are source rocks.
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Figure 3. Above: Structural seismic section number 4. Below: The compressive style
forming folds and thrusts verging to northeast is shown. Transpressive style forming
echelon structures, some of them with southwest vergence, is also shown. Restored
section indicates a shortening about 55 Kms.
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Figure 4. Above: Structural seismic section number 2. Below: Compressive structural
style forming folds and thrusts verging to the northeast is shown. It was created during
Middle Eocene to Miocene. Detachments are observed into the Jurassic and Cretaceous.
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Figure 5. Above: Structural seismic section number 7. Below: The Miocene-Pliocene
distension with listric faults is also observed.
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Sedimentary model
The hydrocarbon-rich, 1000 sq km, Artesa Mundo-Nuevo Carbonate Platform is
structurally complex; the platform margin cannot be discerned based solely on seismic
data. Cretaceous geology models were derived from identification of lithofacies
contained in 173 cores from 37 wells.
During the Lower Cretaceous (Figure 6), a broad, gently sloping shelf/ramp existed
with limited facies differentiation (sabkha, intertidal and shallow lagoon). Deepwater
deposits first appeared to the southwest.
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Figure 6. Lower Cretaceous lithofacies distribution. The depositational model
corresponds to a gently sloping shelf/ramp with deepwater rocks to the southwest.

The ramp changed to an unrimmed, open platform during the Middle Cretaceous
(Figure7), with more geographically limited, supratidal and tidal flat complex deposits.
Winnowed miliolid sands dominated the extensive shallow lagoon. Oyster banks
occurred in very shallow water depths, and rudist biostromes were locally distributed.
Intense karsting structurally weakened the platform, resulting in further collapse along
the southern margin, leading to the emergence of a deepwater fauna.
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Figure 7. Middle Cretaceous lithofacies distribution. The depositational model
corresponds to an unrimmed open platform with deepwater facies to the southwest and
southeast.
During the initial Late Cretaceous low stand (Figure 8), tidal flats rimmed topographic
highs. Sheet-like, extensively bio-eroded, low-diversity rudist biostromes with debris
aprons abounded. On the platform slope, platform-derived grain flows were interbedded
with planktonic foraminifer-rich wackestones.
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Figure 8. Late Cretaceous lithofacies distribution. Pelagic rocks are wide. Platform
facies are more restricted and correspond to rudist biostromes with debris aprons.

Greater faunal diversity marked Late Cretaceous high stands; rudist-coral biostromes
flourished. Shelf margin, rudist-dominated biostromes had diverse. Large benthic
foraminifer associations characterized their seaward side; small benthic foraminifer,
dascycladacean and codiacean algae dwelled on the leeward side. Strong tidal and storm
currents swept across the platform producing abundant skeletal grainstones. Small,
island-like features developed. Intense karsting continued to structurally weaken the
platform; escarpment profiles developed along the eastern margin. On platform slopes,
platform-derived debris flows were interbedded with planktonic foraminifer-rich beds.
A major marine transgression, exaggerated by basin subsidence, terminated carbonate
deposition.
A number of different methods were used in order to evaluate the petroleum potential of
the region by integrating surface geology, satellite imagery, subsurface data and
interpretations, seismic, gravity and magnetic data in an interactive geographycal
system. The resulting integration is shown in a three dimensional model using the data
set noted above (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Three dimensional model showing the different data set used.
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